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Introduction
‘Music, which should pulsate with l i fe, needs  new means of express ion, and science alone can infuse i t with youthful
vigour’ – Edgard Varèse, 1966
The composer Edgard Varèse famously used the phrase ‘organised sound’ to connote a broad defini tion of what music was, and
might be, within a  scienti fic and technological  world.[1] But, to pun on that defini tion, i f a  museum planned an exhibition on the
interactions  of science, technology and music, how would that subject best be organised? The Science Museum’s  2015 Music,
Noise and Silence workshops were des igned to el ici t answers  to that question. The conversations  were valuable on their own
account, not least for bui lding a  community of interest around the Science Museum Group’s  sonic ambitions. But here we would
l ike to draw together the threads  of the rich and complex conversations  we enjoyed in those workshops. We aim to show what
they impl ied about the form an exhibition might take, and to reflect on this  workshop approach to museum work. We also hope
to i l lustrate some ways  in which the ins ights  of this  extended col lective informed our thinking about the poss ibi l i ties  for an
exhibition, drawing on our col lective perspectives  in music, museology, musicology and history. To anticipate the account and
argument that fol lows, i t seems obvious  to the authors  of this  piece that an exhibition that priori tises  the sense of hearing over
vis ion should a lso emphasise human practices  of l i s tening. 
For a  science and technology museum, few exhibition topics  have more potentia l  appeal  than music. Music i s  a  major
enthusiasm for a  s igni ficant proportion of museum vis i tors , and so there is  an immediately attractive proposition to make.
Music is  a lso overwhelmingly artefactual : with the exception of unaccompanied and unmediated vocal  performance, a l l  music
uses  instruments  and devices , to the extent that i t perfectly encapsulates  the relationships  of technology in culture. This  i s  a
reciprocal  relationship in which musical  developments  have affected the instruments  and equipment used to real ise i t, whi lst
recording and reproduction devices  have for nearly 140 years  influenced the form of music. At the same time, theoris ing about
and studying sound has  been intimately bound-up with ideas  about music, to the extent that key figures  such as  Herman
Helmholtz – one of the founders  of the science of acoustics  – used music and their own musicianship as  tools  of scienti fic
investigation. As  the socia l  constructivists  would say, music, technology and science co-construct each other. 
Al l  these changes  in musical  instruments , experience and understanding have occurred in the era of industria l  modernity. That
is  not to argue that music did not change before the eighteenth century, but to note that the changes  have accelerated
dramatical ly over the last two hundred and fi fty years . If this  has  occurred against the background of industria l  modernity, i t
seems reasonable to assume that there are causal  connections  between the two. 
Such thoughts  provoked the Science Museum’s  appl ication for funding for a  workshop series  in 2015. The idea was to
experiment with us ing a  research approach to thinking through the potentia l  ingredients  and structure of a  poss ible exhibition.
At the Science Museum, new exhibitions  begin with curators  or content developers  working-up ideas  that are provoked by areas
of col lection strength, that arise in conversations  at any level  in the organisation, or that are suggested by outs ide interests . In
the early stages  staff tend to work a lone, or in very smal l  groups, researching objects  and subjects  to the stage where a
proposal  i s  cons idered by senior staff. Our experiment in this  project was  to open-up this  early stage to the ins ights  of a  wide
range of informed and interested participants . We may see this  as  a  development of participatory practice, employing the
enabl ing capacity of academic research funding to expose our thinking to a  wide range of informed participants . This  l iberating
approach enables  informed risk-taking and opens up our ideas  in ways  that the museum might not otherwise choose. 
The poss ibi l i ty of an exhibition on science and music was  raised in 2012, with a  proposal  to marry objects  from the col lections
of both the Science Museum and the nearby Museum of the Royal  Col lege of Music (RCM).[2] Ini tia l  investigations  of the
col lections  had revealed great riches  of potentia l  exhibition display i tems.[3] The RCM’s  is  a  conservatoire’s  col lection, rich in
historical  musical  instruments , including variant forms. The Science Museum Group’s  holdings  are strong in phys ical  acoustics
and sound recording and reproduction, with a  smal l  but s igni ficant col lection of musical  instruments  that embody the
appl ication of particular technologies , especial ly electronics . Drawing on these complementary col lections, there are many
exhibitions  that we could, potentia l ly, mount – on the techniques  of manufacture of musical  instruments; on the science of
sound; or the psychology of musical  perception, to name but three. We were left with the question of how to select a  theme that
would have the interest, appeal  and novelty to best ful fi l  the potentia l  of the broad subject matter. The fact that 2015 was the
eightieth anniversary of an exhibition at the Science Museum on noise abatement gave us  our hook, l inking sound to industria l
modernity (Mansel l , 2017a). In the interwar period, noise was  cons idered by some to be a key index of the stresses  of modern
l i fe, and those who campaigned against i t contrasted i t with ‘peace’ or ‘s i lence’, as  we explored in the second workshop
(Mansel l , 2017b). Music, too, exists  in tens ion with s i lence, cons idered as  the base referent of dynamic range; we should recal l
that the seconds in John Cage’s  piece 4’33” amount to 273, which is  a lso the number of degrees  Cels ius  below zero that counts
as  the absolute zero of temperature, 0° Kelvin. Cage’s  a l lus ion afforded a dimension to our discuss ions, as  impl ici tly as  the 250
years  of industria l  modernity provided a temporal  axis . At the other end of the dynamic range from s i lence, ‘noise’ has  often
been used as  a  pejorative description of avant-garde musics  in particular, suggesting an axis  a long which many composers  and
musicians  have been happy to travel  s ince the consonance of the Baroque. Thus  were born our three workshops: ‘Si lence and
Music’; ‘Noise and Si lence’; and ‘Music and Noise’. Together, these paired categories  enabled us  to escape fixation on the nitty-
gri tty of the individual  instruments  and machines  that we might display, and to think about overarching themes that might
structure a  compel l ing exhibition on science and music. Aided by AHRC funding, we were able to invite participants  from the UK,
Europe and North America, and we started to explore this  very abstract sonic terri tory with some of the best, most thoughtful
scholars  and musicians  currently working in the field. 
This  article commences  with a  brief account of the workshops (a  more detai led and highly referenced vers ion of this , including
a l i s t of the participants , can be found on the project webpage here). The remainder is  a  worked set of reflections  on the
impl ications  of the workshops for a  potentia l  exhibition on i ts  themes.
'Music, Noise and Silence': the workshops
The Music, Noise and Silence workshops, organised by the Science Museum, in partnership with the Royal  Col lege of Music and
Univers i ty of Nottingham, comprised three, two-day events , bringing together fi fty-three researchers , wri ters , musicians  and
acousticians. The ti tular themes of music, noise and s i lence provided a theoretical  framework for the workshop series  and the
sequence of the workshops may be seen as  forming a crescendo from s i lence to noise.
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Workshop 1: ‘Silence and Music’, Dana Centre and Royal College of Music, London,
25–26 February 2015
This  fi rst workshop examined how, in our post-industria l  age, some new music genres  have incorporated s i lence to such a
s igni ficant degree that their works  are often more s i lence than sound. In the introductory sess ion, participants  demonstrated
the power of s i lence with objects  and ideas  that they had brought to share. Composer John Lely played a series  of bursts  of
noise interspersed with periods  of s i lence, proposing the s i lences  as  a  pause in which the l i s tener wi l l  anticipate or ‘forehear’
the sounds to come. Trevor Pinch brought the memory of his  own sociological  s tudy of the role of s i lence in the act of sel l ing,
whereby the most effective salespersons  used s i lence at crucia l  moments  during the sales  pi tch. Prospective customers  could
not help but start ta lking to fi l l  the resulting awkward s i lence, more often than not ta lking themselves  into a  purchase.[4]
For the fi rst provocation, composer James Saunders  provided a fi ttingly contentious  ta lk enti tled ‘Wandelweiser and the
Contingency of Si lence’, which also served as  an introduction to the music to be played at the concert that closed the fi rst day.
Wandelweiser i s  a  loose col lective of composers  from Europe and the USA, emerging in the 1990s  to form a record label , music
publ isher and website (http://www.wandelweiser.de/). Their work is  characterised by very long s i lences  and very few sounds,
al though there is  cons iderable variety within their scores . This  cons ideration of s i lence is  at the heart of Wandelweiser
composers ’ activi ties , leading to an ‘architecture of s i lence’, and creating ‘space […] which can only be opened with the
disappearance of sound’. Shi fting the balance towards  s i lence in music thus  brings  with i t a  ‘phys ical i ty of s i lence’ (Frey, 1998).
The music and phi losophy of the Wandelweiser group had a mixed response from the workshop participants . Although seeking
intersubjectivi ty, Wandelweiser’s  music was  thought, by George Revi l l , to create a  shared experience only at a  very formal ist
level , and the extreme quiet and sti l lness  of Wandelweiser concerts  was  compared by Hi l lel  Schwartz to early puri tan
gatherings  where s i lence and attention among the congregation would be enforced by a  church Deacon us ing a  long ‘puri tan
stick’.[5] It was  noted that, whi lst i t i s  tempting to think that quietude in new forms of contemporary music i s  s imply a  response
to ‘noisy modernity’, i t i s  often created in polari ty to current musical  practices  and norms. Inspiration can also be drawn from
past musical  influences, in Wandelweiser’s  case, from the New York School  of experimental  music composition.[6]
The fi rst day of the workshop concluded with an evening concert at Holy Trini ty Church in South Kens ington. Curated by John
Lely, the concert took the form of an hour-long continuous performance of works  sharing ‘an appreciation of s i lence, duration
and l i s tening’.[7] The opening work by G Douglas  Barrett, A Few Silence (2008), explored the notion of transcribing sounds and
‘[bringing] the act of verbal  notation into the realm of performance’ (Lely and Saunders , 2012). The piece cons ists  of the
instruction for performers  to ‘l i s ten to the s i lence’ of the performance space and respond with their own written scores.[8] The
second hal f of the piece was the s imultaneous interpretation of these individual  transcriptions  of sounds that occurred in the
space, on a variety of instruments , objects  and sound-making devices . The remaining works  in the programme were by members
of the Wandelweiser col lective; Jürg Frey’s  Wen 3 (1999/2000) interpolated solo viol in with periods  of s i lence, whi le Stefan
Thut’s  two (strings) and boxes (2012/13) made use of spatia l isation as  instruments  were moved around the audience on
resonating cardboard boxes, a l lowing l i s teners  to hear from varying perspectives . Final ly, Antoine Beuger’s  a leatoric Kiarostami
Quintets (2004) a lso used space by placing musicians  in opposite corners  of the church and augmented the chance-generated
nature of the piece by giving the players  free rein to microtonal ly a l ter the given pitches.
In a  concert where softly played sounds and s i lence were performed in equal  measure, the interruption of quietude and
reflection by outs ide traffic noises  was  striking but whol ly apposite to the forthcoming discuss ions, as  the subject of
environmental  noise would be a recurring theme throughout the workshop series . Both the concert and Saunders ’ preceding
provocation made a clear case for music scores  to be incorporated in the proposed exhibition, i l lustrating how composers  have
conceptual ised s i lence and noise through conventional  musical  notation, verbal  instructions  and graphical  representations.
The second day of the workshop began with a  vis i t to London South Bank Univers i ty’s  Acoustics  Research Centre. Attendees
enjoyed guided tours  of both anechoic and resonance chambers  led by Luis  Gomez-Agustina. Each smal l  group had several
minutes  to adjust to the ‘s i lence’ of the anechoic chamber, and John Kannenberg made a field recording of four minutes  and
thirty three seconds of the ‘sound’ within the chamber – a  reference to John Cage’s  s i lent work 4’33’’, as  wel l  as  Cage’s  oft-
recounted story of his  own anechoic experience which led him to declare there was ‘no such thing as  s i lence’ (Gann, 2010).[9]
This  recording was later played for workshop attendees  at RCM, accompanied by the sounds of musicians  practis ing in
neighbouring rooms.
The second day of the workshop comprised three provocations. The fi rst of these was an improvised performance of spoken
texts  and pre-recorded sounds that spoke less  to the absence of sound than to various  ways  of s i lencing – of preventing
someone or something from sounding. Daniela  Cascel la  and Salomé Voegel in incorporated texts  by authors  including Dani i l
Kharms, Brandon LaBel le, Frances  Dyson, and Samuel  Beckett a long with sounds from fi lms such as  Bi l ly Wi lder’s  Sunset
Boulevard and Werner Herzog’s  Grizzly Man. The pair spoke about s i lence as  an action as  wel l  as  a  condition, most visceral ly
when Voegel in increased the volume of the playback sounds to drown out the sound of Cascel la ’s  reci tation. 
David Toop’s  provocation began with a  discuss ion of etiquette, drawing on ordinary representations  of s i lence, such as  ‘s i lence
cloths’ – pads  used underneath tablecloths  to dampen the sound of tableware. In this  way, he introduced the notion that, just as
dirt i s  matter in the wrong place (Douglas , 1984), perhaps  noise is  just sound in the wrong place. Complementing the previous
provocation, Toop used a mixture of readings, s torytel l ing, and pre-recorded sound to provide examples  of s i lences  and
s i lencing from around the world and throughout history, whi le ins isting that s i lence is  an imposs ibi l i ty s ince one’s
consciousness  is  a lways  engaged with something we ‘hear’ ins ide our heads, making even the al leged s i lence within an
anechoic chamber an imposs ibi l i ty. To end his  provocation, Toop presented a set of bel ls  acquired on a trip to Laos; at a  Hmong
vi l lage he vis i ted, women and chi ldren were forced to perform the degrading task of sel l ing useless  trinkets  to tourists  whi le the
men of the vi l lage sat ins ide a  house, us ing the very same bel ls  in a  ceremony. For Toop, this  was  an overwhelmingly sad,
extremely powerful  experience of s i lencing. During the fol lowing discuss ion, Toop expounded upon this  experience; i t made him
aware that s i lence is  a  s i tuation far too compl icated to ever be resolved ethical ly. Salomé Voegel in responded by rais ing the
gender issue impl ici t within s i lence: s i lence tends  to be conceived as  an ideal ised state only attainable by men. Simi larly, i t was
noted that men often appoint themselves  as  custodians  of perfection within culture, particularly in the era of mass  production.
Ultimately, one can argue that i t i s  the urge to define and class i fy noise and s i lence that i s  gendered, rather than noise and
s i lence themselves.
The noise of a lmost nothing – sounds barely perceptible by the human ear and consequently not amenable to process ing
without discomfort or insanity – are intimately connected with humanity’s  shi fting relationship with the environment,
according to Hi l lel  Schwartz who gave the final  provocation of the workshop – ‘In Audibi l i ty: A provocation concerning
phenomena that wobble at the elus ive, poss ibly i l lus ive, intersection of music, s i lence, and noise’. Starting from Joseph Wright
of Derby’s  painting ‘An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump’, (1768, exhibited in the National  Gal lery, London), Schwartz
discussed the barely audible noises  of terror: the el l ipses , commas, and dashes  of Gothic novel ists ; the spiri t voices  a l legedly
heard on magnetic tape in ‘Electronic Voice Phenomena’;[10] and the quest to hear the voices  of s ingle-cel led organisms via
sonocytology. Humans are keyed by anxiety to be more disturbed by the just noticeable rather than by the blatant, according to
Schwartz, leading to a  mixed sense of l ivel iness  and loss  when confronted by the noise of a lmost nothing.
Subsequent discuss ion focused on what we are intended to ‘hear’ in Wright’s  painting – is  i t more about the conversations
provoked in the observers  rather than the s i lencing of the bird in the bel l  jar? And why the enduring populari ty of this  – to
modern eyes  – rather grim depiction? The best answer seemed to be that i t tel ls  a  compel l ing story, which is  what curators  seek
to do when choosing objects  for display. This  idea encapsulates  what this  fi rst workshop in the series  brings  to the concept of a
music exhibition. Schwartz was  struck by the notion of ‘provocation’ and suggested that i t should be incorporated into any
resulting exhibition, s ince i ts  etymology trans lates  into ‘to cal l  forth’, and surely any exhibition should ‘cal l  forth’ a  reaction
from i ts  audiences.
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Workshop 2: ‘Noise and Silence’, University of Nottingham, 26–27 March 2015
The second workshop, held in conjunction with the Univers i ty of Nottingham’s  Sensory Studies  Network and hosted by
Nottingham Lakes ide Arts , set out to investigate the second pairing of auditory categories : noise and s i lence. Here, the aim was
to explore the broader, ‘non-musical ’, sound worlds  of everyday l i fe in which music exists . Speci fical ly, the workshop set out to
examine the sonic cultural  context of industria l  modernity which made noise an issue before, during and after the interwar
period. To this  end i t centred on the Science Museum’s  Noise Abatement exhibition in 1935, organised by the Anti -Noise League,
a national  body founded in 1934 to promote the suppress ion of ‘needless  noise’. Concerned that new technological
developments  such as  the motorcar and the wireless  would lead to unbearable sonic chaos  in the future, the League cast
modern urban and industria l  noise as  unnatural  and unhealthy, often in contrast to the natural  and healthy qual i ties  of rural
sounds and the ‘right’ kinds  of music. In the modern age of industry and urbanisation, l i s tening attention has  broadened to
include the everyday, apparently meaningless , sounds of socia l  hubbub. The struggle to give meaning to these ambient sounds –
to understand how to hear and control  them – has  formed a s igni ficant part of our modern auditory culture, shaping the way we
hear and think about music, s i lence and the sounds in between.
As  a  backdrop to our exploration of these issues, we instal led an abridged vers ion of the 1935 exhibition, compris ing
photographs and print materia ls  from the original . Several  of the talks  throughout the workshop used the 1935 exhibition as
their starting point. Karin Bi jsterveld, for example, pointed out that the exhibition reflected the wider logic of noise abatement
at the time, in i ts  focus  on engineering solutions  to problems of noise. Indeed, the 1935 exhibition was more-or-less  a  trade
show of new technologies  whose aim was to measure, control , or s i lence everyday sound at source. Si lence was a  s igni ficant
theme in the choice of exhibits  in 1935, from the ‘Si lent Rai lcar’ (top right of Figure 1), to the ‘Si lent Li ft’, and also in the adverts
for various  noiseless  consumer technologies , featured in the exhibition catalogue, such as  the ‘Si lenta Typewriter’ (see Figure
2).
Figure 1
© Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library
View southwards  of the Science Museum’s  Noise Abatement Exhibition, 1935
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Figure 2
© Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library
Advertisement page from Noise Abatement Exhibition catalogue, 1935
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Bi jsterveld noted that many of the approaches  to noise begun in the 1930s  have continued, including the problematic
‘individual isation’ of responsibi l i ty for noise, especial ly in relation to the s l ippery issue of domestic noise, where individuals
are often left to their own devices  to solve disputes  with neighbours . She suggested that we might find new ways  to think about
neighbour noise not in the work of engineers  or publ ic health officia ls , but rather in that of sonic artists , who are perhaps
better placed to offer us  a l ternative ways  of thinking about sonic space. For example, Sarah von Sonsbeeck’s  ‘Letter to my
Neighbours ’ draws attention, with humour, to the sonic spaces  we share by demanding rent on the space taken up in her
apartment by intruding neighbour sounds. Noise is  a  human, socia l  problem, Bi jsterveld argued, and might be better
approached not just through scienti fic-technical  rational isation, but a lso through cultural  dia logue and community bui lding; a
process  of coming together to establ ish shared consciousness  of sound. That is  an aim which might wel l  be taken up in a  future
exhibition on sound. 
If engineering and technological  innovation was presented as  the solution to the problem of noise in 1935, there remained
nevertheless  a  need to give shape to the problem i tsel f, often through medical  arguments . Attempting to shi ft anti -noise
discourse away from an association with the exceptional  ‘neurasthenic’ sufferer, the Anti -Noise League cla imed that noise was
a genuine publ ic health hazard, diminishing the efficiency and ‘nervous’ wel lbeing of all hearers , not only those pre-disposed to
aural  hyper-sens itivi ty (Horder, 1935). However, as  James Mansel l  argued in his  ta lk on the second day of the workshop, the
Anti -Noise League never succeeded in convincing government authori ties  of the health dangers  of noise (Mansel l , 2017b).
Mansel l  showed that the League’s  ins istence that modern noise caused phys ical  harm to the nervous system was rejected by
government scientists . Instead they drew upon newer, psychological , theories  which suggested that noise sens itivi ty results
from pre-existing disorders  of the mind rather than phys iological  disturbance to the body (Mansel l , 2016). Rather than a socia l
question, noise became a matter of the unpredictable mental  variation between human beings  and, indeed, as  Mansel l  argued,
a matter of the individual ’s  wi l l ingness  to adapt to modernity and maintain mental  res i l ience in the face of a  constantly
changing world (Bi js terveld, 2008). That the psychological  argument ultimately won out over the phys iological  one in the 1930s
highl ights  that then, and now, noise has  remained pol i tical ly and scienti fical ly di fficult to pin down and i ts  fluctuating
defini tion represents  a  fascinating index of our cultural  relationship with sound.
Figure 3
© Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library
Anti -Noise League stand, probably from Health Week exhibition, c.1935
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Town planning consultant Max Dixon, author of London’s  ‘Sounder City’ plan – the UK’s  fi rst ci tywide strategy for managing
environmental  noise – reminded us  in his  ta lk that state-funded action on noise is  s ti l l  justi fied and financed not primari ly on
cultural  grounds, but rather on medical  ones  (Dixon, 2004). Dixon pointed to the most recent studies  on the health effects  of
noise, which attempt to make a case for a  causal  l ink between noise and raised blood pressure and cardiovascular disease. He
cal led for ‘sustainable soundscape co-creation’ rather than noise abatement, pointing to the need for industry, government and
citizens  to work together to create more l iveable sound environments . However, he expressed doubt about arts  interventions
which encourage a very close l i s tening attention to the everyday sound world, because, in his  experience, we depend upon our
abi l i ty to adapt to environmental  sound by learning to ignore i t, or at least not l i s tening to i t in detai l . As  evidence for this ,
Dixon pointed to the Darl ington Quiet Town experiment of the 1970s, during which the population of a  s ingle town were targeted
with a  noise awareness  campaign together with s igni ficant reductions  of environmental  noise achieved via  traffic re-routing.
The result was  that people became in fact more l ikely to complain about disturbing sounds, despite a  measurable reduction in
noise levels , because they had been newly sens itised to their sonic environment (Noise Advisory Counci l , 1981). 
John Levack Drever, sonic ecologist and sound artist, made an important intervention by ins isting that in noise and sonic
product des ign, we sti l l  place too much emphasis  on sounds themselves , and not on how we hear them. Indeed, Drever is
sceptical  about a  s ingular category of ‘hearing’, s ince, as  he pointed out, we al l  hear di fferently due to age-related hearing
deterioration and to conditions  such as  hyperacus is  (intens i fied sens itivi ty to certain frequencies  of sound). These affl ict a
s igni ficant number of people, but are not usual ly taken account of in the acoustics  of product des ign. His  provocation suggested
that we should move away from a normative ‘auraltypical ’ theory of audition, to a  model  of aural  divers i ty in which we take
account of our multipl ici ty of hearing modes. He pointed out that hearing a lso varies  cultural ly, offering the example of Japan,
where some women are hyper-aware of sounds made in publ ic toi lets , and carry personal  sound-emitting gadgets  for the
purposes  of sonic modesty. Such devices  might make interesting exhibits , as  would artefacts  from the history of hearing a id
development, pointing as  they would to the s igni ficant di fferences  in our hearing abi l i ties  and to the need to take account of our
divers i ty of hearing experiences.
On the second day of the workshop, anthropologist of hospital  soundscapes  Tom Rice returned to the question of the medical
arguments  made against noise (Rice, 2013). Pointing out the longue durée of the noise-as-problem discourse, from the 1930s
confl ict between phys ical  and psychological  medicine to the contemporary uncertain and contested science on the impact of
noise on health, Rice showed the extent to which anti -noise cla ims depend upon medical  underpinnings. Rice reminded us  that
Florence Nightingale was  the fi rst to promote quiet conditions  in hospital  wards  and pioneered the use of quiet s l ippers  for
nurses. He argued that throughout the modern history of noise abatement, appeals  to the need for quiet for convalescence, and
more widely the argument that noise is  a  cause, or at least a  prolonging factor, in i l lness , has  been a major, i f not the major
theme in the noise abatement campaigns  of industria l i sed nations. 
Cultural  historian Shel ley Trower prompted us  to think beyond audible noise to the category of vibration, often discussed in
connection to noise, but sensed, she argued, beyond i ts  audible registers  (Trower, 2012). Turning to Victorian l i terature and
medical  wri tings , Trower argued that the cultural  relationship with modern machines  was  encapsulated in discuss ions  of
vibration and vibratory affect, sometimes audible, but often with effects  beyond the sonic. Rai lway travel  i s  a  good example, she
said, of a  new technology which prompted anxiety about unseen, sometimes unfelt, forces  forging what were perceived to be
unnatural  bonds between machine and body, caus ing the latter to resonate in damaging ways. Noise was  part of this
discuss ion, but tied up with i t was  an intense general  anxiety about unheard and unseen forces  in the Victorian period. Trower
argued that, as  with noise, scientists  set themselves  the task of knowing and control l ing these unseen forces , going to elaborate
lengths  to depict them in visual  form. Such visual isation, including later developments  in noise meter technology, could
certainly provide a very interesting dimension to an exhibition on sound. 
In the final  ta lk of the workshop, media historian David Hendy drew on research for his  BBC Radio 4 series  Noise: A Human
History (Hendy, 2012) to turn attention away from science, knowledge and pol icy and towards  questions  of socia l  pol i tics .
Hendy argued that noise is  best defined not universal ly as  sound out of place, but instead as  sound des ignated by a  particular
kind of person, in a  particular kind of place, as  unwanted in their speci fic cultural  context. Hendy ins isted that such
designations  a lways  tel l  us  something about power, whether of the wealthy over the less  wealthy, of men over women, or of
older generations  over younger. He argued for an approach blending both macro and micro approaches  to the analys is  of
noise’s  entanglement with power. On a global  scale we should remember that, when we settle down to quietly read a book,
others  have endured the sound of the logging, pulping and haulage distribution of the artefact in our hands. On the micro-scale,
experiences  of dai ly noise imposed on those who must l ive and work in earshot of unceas ing din barely register in the
consciousness  of those who are lucky enough to have access  to quiet, but are nevertheless  part of the way in which inequal i ty i s
sensed and fel t. Hendy’s  cal l  to search out these experiences  in court records, diaries  and in other forms of less  obvious ly
sound-related source materia l  could certainly provide a way of accounting for the socio-pol i tical  dimensions  of noise in an
exhibition. 
In addition to ta lks  and discuss ion, the second workshop featured practical  interventions  intended to stimulate debate about
how to engage museum goers  in an exhibition about sound. These included presentation of a  new sound art commiss ion by
Audialsense, a  sound art group cons isting of architects  Paul  Bavister and Jason Flanagan, and acoustician Ian Knowles, who
special ise in instal lation works  reveal ing the acoustic properties  of architectural  spaces. The piece, enti tled Walk, exploited the
acoustic pecul iari ties  of the Trent Tunnel , a  long, curving, underground walkway connecting two of the major bui ldings  on
campus. Walk cons isted of a  base s ine wave of 70 hertz a long with a  combination of other pure tones  based on a Japanese
scale, plus  the sound of ghostly footsteps  accompanying the vis i tor as  they moved through the tunnel . Only by moving through
the space and travers ing i ts  unique acoustic qual i ties  would the combination of tones  merge to form a constantly shi fting,
echoing, whole.[11]
Walk was  instal led for two ful l  days  of normal  univers i ty l i fe and transformed the tunnel  from a humdrum zone of trans it to a
remarkable place of reflection. Travel lers  s lowed their pace as  they moved through the sonic tunnel , becoming more aware of
the sound of their own footsteps, s topping to look up and around, and to wonder about the sounds around them. Bi jsterveld’s
point about the sonic ski l l s  of artists  i s  thus  an important one: artists  can enl iven our sense of hearing, caus ing us  to
experience place and sound di fferently. 
The second day of the workshop included a re-enactment of the recording of a  1929 sound effects  recording,[12] led by Aleks
Kolkowski  and composer/conductor Jean-Phi l ippe Calvin. Us ing a  vintage recording lathe to cut direct to a  78rpm disc, the
group’s  recreation of an orchestrated crowd scene was recorded to video as  wel l  as  disc.[13] The resultant hubbub, which
crescendoed to an uproar, i s  typical  of crowd recordings  of the period, which were orchestrated in the studio by groups of
actors  or extras  under strict direction (Napier, 1936, p 94).
Video 1
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In celebration of the 1935 Noise Abatement exhibition, participants  at the workshop
‘Noise and Si lence’ at Nottingham Univers i ty on 27 March 2015 were invited to make
a 78rpm noise record. A 1930s  studio recording of a  crowd scene, used as  sound
effects  for fi lm, radio and theatre, was  re-enacted, the hubbub recorded direct-to-
disc on a vintage recording lathe and played back on a turntable. The crowd noises
were directed by Jean-Phi l ippe Calvin, disc recording by Aleks  Kolkowski .
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The recording activi ty provoked discuss ion around the nature and use of recorded sound effects  in theatre, fi lm and radio, and
of hyper-real i ty in sound production, where natural  sounds have been greatly exaggerated or replaced with arti ficia l ly
produced sounds in order to enhance the medium they serve (for a  cri tical  account see: Whittington, 2011). Workshop
participants  remarked on the phenomenon of commercial  sound effects  l ibraries , with sounds recorded in previous  decades
being reused in cinema and radio, even to the present day, to the extent that the repeated use of some speci fic sounds has  made
them eas i ly recognisable, even i rri tating, to those who l i s ten closely.[14]
The recording activi ty a lso introduced an al ternative thread to the workshop theme, namely the noise of the crowd. Rather than
thinking of noise solely as  i t was  defined in the 1935 Noise Abatement exhibition, where the noise of industria l  modernity is
generated by machines  and by people us ing those machines, the human noise of the crowd is  a lso important to the experience
of modernity. It can be seen as  being a  key consti tuent of the al l -consuming modern metropol is  with i ts  masses  of inhabitants . 
It i s  clear that there would be no shortage of compel l ing artefacts  relating to noise and s i lence to include in an exhibition. Some
of the objects  from the Science Museum’s  1935 Noise Abatement Exhibition, such as  noise meters , are sti l l  in the Museum’s
col lection; promotional  materia ls  made by the Anti -Noise League sti l l  exist, and perhaps  materia ls  relating to the Darl ington
Quiet Town experiment mentioned by Max Dixon could be located in an archive, too. Artworks  such as  those mentioned by Karin
Bi jsterveld would contrast interestingly with scienti fic objects , and Audialsense’s  approach to changing our l i s tening attention
could be effectively deployed in the museum space as  part of, or a longs ide, an exhibition. Crucia l ly, in seeking to take account
of the sonic categories  of noise and s i lence, any exhibition would have to account for the essentia l ly contested and pol i tical
nature of the struggle to define quiet. Who decides  what consti tutes  that ideal  compromise between noise and s i lence? Who
gains  and loses  access  to i t? How is  i t promoted and measured by scientists  and pol icymakers? These questions  cut to the core
of what i t i s  to l ive together in modern societies .
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Workshop 3: ‘Music and Noise’, Science Museum, London, 23–24 April
The final  workshop in the series  asked i f, categorical ly, the opposite of music i s  sa id to be noise, then in what ways  has  the
boundary between music and noise been negotiated? This  workshop began at Blythe House, the Museum’s  storage faci l i ty in
West London, with a  guided tour of the Sound Reproduction and the Acoustics  col lections  led by John Li ffen, Curator of
Communications  and Acoustics . Li ffen also assembled a selection of the Museum’s  artefacts  for the afternoon’s  provocation by
historian of science Myles  Jackson, author of Harmonious Triads: Physicists, Musicians, and Instrument Makers in Nineteenth-
Century Germany (2006), who invited us  to think about the history of late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century acoustics  through
the selection of objects  la id out before him. Just as  the workshop’s  a im was to problematise the boundary between music and
noise, Jackson’s  ta lk problematised the boundary between scienti fic and musical  instruments . Musical  instruments  provided
experimental  natural  phi losophers , phys icists  and phys iologists  with a  rich choice of natural  phenomena needing explanation,
such as  combination tones, beats , resonance, vibrations  and wave patterns. Us ing objects  from this  rich col lection, Jackson
surveyed the work of many researchers  in this  l iminal  region, beginning with the founder of experimental  acoustics , Ernst
Chladni , whose ‘Chladni  Figures ’ – patterns  formed by grains  of sand on a metal  plate made to resonate with a  bow – are among
the earl iest visual isations  of sound. By describing work such as  Thomas Young and Hermann Helmholtz’s  piano-mediated
research on tuning systems and combination tones, Helmholtz and Hermann Koenig’s  dispute over the nature of combination
tones  (Pantalony, 2009, p 133) and the early sound-based experiments[15] that informed Charles  Wheatstone’s  important
contribution to the development of electrical  telegraphy, Jackson argued for the inextricable relationship between scienti fic and
musical  experimentation. Us ing scienti fic instruments  such as  the tuning fork and the s i ren, phys icists  began to
reconceptual ise the notion of hearing and of sound. Returning to the s i ren, Jackson ended his  provocation with a  discuss ion of
how the boundary between scienti fic and musical  instruments  became blurred during the twentieth century. For example,
Edgard Varèse’s  piece Ionisation (1929–31) was  inspired by science in i ts  use of s i rens  – not to evoke a factory, pol ice or a larm
sound but in order to create glissandi effects  and l iberate the sound from pitch relationships . Varèse bel ieved that composers
must work with scientists  and electrical  engineers  to produce new sounds and he foresaw that phys ics  and electrici ty would
create a  new musical  aesthetic. In conclus ion, Jackson argued, just as  music and noise are historical ly contingent categories
that would be redefined throughout the late eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries , s imi larly the boundary between
musical  and scienti fic instruments  becomes blurred during this  period. 
As  part of this  third workshop an evening concert of new works  responding to the theme of ‘Music and Noise’ was  performed at
the Science Museum by three of the workshop participants . Aleks  Kolkowski ’s  Sounding a Victorian Future (2012–2015)
presented his  own recordings  of working machines  in the Science Museum col lection, including the reconstructed Charles
Babbage’s  Di fference Engine, the Toyoda loom and the giant Burnley Mi l l  engine.[16] The recordings  were transferred onto wax
cyl inders  and reproduced mechanical ly on early twentieth-century Edison cyl inder phonographs with giant brass  concert
horns,[17] effectively ‘ageing’ the sound, as  i f the audience were hearing recordings  of machines  made in the distant past. Sean
Wil l iams presented an improvised performance derived from Gottfried Michael  Koenig’s  Funktionen (1967−79),[18] on modular
analogue synthes iser. The evening concluded with Sarah Angl iss  and Carol ine Radcl i ffe’s  mixed-media performance work, The
Machinery, which combined recordings  of machines, electronic music and video projection with l ive ‘machine-mimetic dance
from the early nineteenth century’ (that i s , Lancashire clog dancing) performed by Radcl i ffe.[19] Devised by women working in
the Lancashire mi l ls , the steps  of this  nineteenth-century ‘heel  and toe’ clog dance directly mimic the repeti tive sounds and
movements  of cotton mi l l  machines. As  wel l  as  the sounds of the mi l l , the piece used those of a  modern cal l  centre, juxtaposing
the sounds of industria l  manufacturing factory work with those of the modern-day service sector.[20]
The second day of the workshop began with a  hardware hacking sess ion led by Tom Richards; a  practical  activi ty in which the
participants  assembled their own, functioning, l ight-sens itive Theremins, guided by Richards’ easy-to-fol low instructions. The
sess ion ended in a  spontaneous improvisation sess ion by an ensemble of the newly created instruments . Reaction to the
activi ty was  overwhelmingly pos itive, with the obvious  impl ication that activi ties  of this  type would be a valuable addition to a
sound-focused exhibition. This  tacti le, l i s tenable activi ty contrasted with the s i lenced objects  on show during Myles  Jackson’s
presentation the previous  afternoon, ra is ing the question of how this  dis junction could be addressed in an exhibition context –
perhaps  by us ing recordings  of the objects  on display or digi ta l ly model led vers ions  of them. However, i t was  fel t that the
difference between hearing an actual  object sounding in space and l i s tening to a  recording of i t i s  potentia l ly so great that l ive
demonstrations  of certain artefacts , or working repl icas  of them, would be more effective in an exhibition on sound. 
DIY electronics  and hardware hacking (the practice of phys ical ly modifying pre-existing electronic hardware) has  played a
s igni ficant role in electronic music production in the twentieth century through to today. In his  provocation, Trevor Pinch drew
from his  own experiences  as  a  musician and bui lder of a  modular synthes iser to examine the appeal  of unpredictable and
malfunctioning instruments  of electronic music-making that are the wi l ful  result of a  practice known as  ci rcuit-bending. Coined
by composer Reed Ghazala, the term derives  from the bending of wires  that l ink components  within an electronic ci rcuit
(Ghazala, 2005, p 3). Circuit-benders  typical ly take existing, battery-operated electronic devices  and toys  that produce sound,
and modify their ci rcuits  by adding new wire connections  to change the sound produced. Mass-produced electronic toys  such
as  the ‘Speak & Spel l ’ and the ‘Furby’ have become class ic tools  of ci rcuit-benders , a l lowing for exploration and
experimentation with electronic hardware at very low cost, low risk, and without requiring any previous  knowledge of
electronics .[21] This  tacti le approach to creating sounds and instruments  is  an important factor in the appeal  of ci rcuit-
bending, as  i s  the element of chance and unpredictabi l i ty. The instabi l i ty of the instrument and potentia l  for producing
unexpected results  i s  cons idered important, especial ly when improvis ing. The ci rcuit-bent device has  an agency of i ts  own,
producing a  glossolal ia  of electronic sounds almost unaided and in complete contrast to how i t original ly sounded as  a
commercial ly manufactured toy. The ci rcuit-bender’s  ‘tacti le understanding’ of technology, which doesn’t require knowledge of
electronic schematics , enables  them to take control  of the technology. In a  museum context, this  would make ci rcuit-bending an
ideal  learning activi ty, where vis i tors  can engage in a  tacti le manner with the technology and at the same time gain an
understanding of how electronical ly produced sound works .
Figure 4
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'Speak & Spel l ' chi ldren's  toy that has  been ci rcuit bent
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A DIY aesthetic was  a lso very much present in industria l  music’s  early period. Alexei  Monroe, in his  provocation ‘A Violent
Absence: Re-Industria l i s ing the History of Noise in Music’, s tressed that no accurate narrative of the history of noise in
twentieth-century music i s  complete without discuss ing the role of noise in Industria l  and Techno music. Industria l  music has  a
troubled image and Monroe began by contrasting the cri tical  acceptance of the Ita l ian futurist movement (despite i ts  affini ty
with Ita l ian fascism and vehement glori fication of mi l i tarism) with what he sees  as  the ostracis ing of Industria l  music by
academics  and music journal ists  because of i ts  pol i tical ly contentious  and ambiguous nature. Where Futurism celebrated
noise as  a  tool  for anarchy and revolution (Harrison, Charles , and Paul  Wood, 2002, pp 146–149), Industria l  music uses  noise
itsel f as  power. It does  this  through visceral , amped-up loudness  as  wel l  as  symbol ic visual  representations  of power, for and
against rul ing systems and even against audiences. Modern industria l  music, Monroe argues, i s  a  complex, contradictory mix
of ambivalence, ambiguity, confrontation and socia l  tens ion that was  fomented during the 1970s  – a  period of rapid de-
industria l i sation, socia l  unrest and upheaval  in Europe and the USA. Cabaret Voltaire and Throbbing Gristle, two Bri tish groups
from this  period, were highly influentia l  and made innovative use of noise and distortion, us ing sel f-bui l t devices , synthes isers
and electronic effects  in their music. Throbbing Gristle’s  record label , Industria l  Records, founded in in 1976, gave name to the
new genre of Industria l  music, s trongly associated with dystopia, a l ienation and pol i tical  and moral  ambivalence. Monroe also
sees  the experimental  electronic music of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop as  a  direct influence upon the Industria l  music of the
1970s and ‘80s, ci ting the incidental  music created by Malcolm Clarke for ‘The Sea Devi ls ’ (1972) – an episode from the BBC
televis ion series  Doctor Who.[22] For much of the general  publ ic, these televis ion soundtracks  were their fi rst exposure to
abstract electronic music outs ide the popular music realm and they inspired and influenced a generation of musicians. 
Industria l  music’s  tendency to dehumanise both musician and l i s tener may be seen as  a  reaction to the personal i ty-driven and
virtuos ic rock music of the period. This  tendency was ampl i fied, according to Monroe, as  Industria l  music influenced the advent
of Techno in Detroit during the 1990s. Industria l  music continues  i ts  relevance within the pol i tical  sphere today, an example
being the Industria l  band Skinny Puppy’s  ongoing lawsuit against the United States  government, who used the band’s  music as  a
sonic weapon of torture at the Guantanamo Bay detention camp.[23]
The discuss ion fol lowing Monroe’s  provocation cons idered other music and art forms that have arisen from the industria l
context but were created by workers , such as  s inging in the workplace and clog dancing, contrasting these with the brutal is t
noise aesthetic of Industria l  music created by artists . It was  suggested that in our post-industria l  society, modern Industria l
music seems oddly nostalgic. The problem of how best to represent Industria l  music and i ts  radical ism within a  museum
context was  pondered; i t would be essentia l  to provide ample video footage and visual  materia l  even to gesture to the
controvers ia l  nature of the genre. Speci fic objects  that could be exhibited include the ‘Gristleizer’ effects  machine, used by
Throbbing Gristle for making pounding echo effects ;[24] Synthi  AKS and Korg MS20 synthes isers ; the E-MU Emulator 2 sampl ing
keyboard as  wel l  as  metal l ic ‘junk percuss ion’ instruments . 
Sarah Angl iss , in her provocation, moved away from the music-science relationship to the ‘emotional  contagion’ that binds
musician and audience. Angl iss  expressed curios i ty regarding deeply committed emotional  reactions  to l i s tening, and the
sacri fices  l i s teners  are prepared to make for the experience – the experience of temporary tinnitus , or ‘ringing in the ears ’ after
a loud concert, for example, which she l ikened to vis i ting an art exhibition because one wishes  to see a lot of the colour red,
whi lst knowing one wi l l  be ‘red bl ind’ for a  few days  afterwards. Further exploring these emotional  connections  to music,
Angl iss  wondered why so-cal led ‘audiophi les ’ continue to strive for perfect sound fidel i ty, despite the scienti fic ‘proof’ that such
perfection is  imposs ible. Here Angl iss  referenced sociologist Marc Perlman’s  divis ion of audiophi les  into two major groups:
‘golden ears ’, who bel ieve the exceptional  precis ion of their own hearing abi l i ties  can distinguish qual i ties  in recordings
undetectable by ei ther ‘normal ’ l i s teners  or by technology, and ‘meter readers ’, who stand by the reports  and measurements  of
high-qual i ty audio technology (Perlman, 2004). Angl iss  responded to a  question about the sense of spectacle in l ive noise music
and how this  relates  to emotional  contagion, by mentioning the importance of visual  cues  and gestures  made by performers
that are synchronised with the performed sound as  a  cause of, or ‘cue for’, emotional  contagion. The relationship between the
desire to l i s ten to extreme volume (noise music fans) and extreme s i lence (audiophi les) was  a lso clari fied as  a  matter of s ignal -
to-noise ratio rather than s imply of the workshop’s  governing categories  of noise and s i lence.[25]
The ratio of s ignal -to-noise was  purposeful ly low in an unusual  provocation/performance by composer Luciano Chessa. Chessa
combined l ive readings  with pre-recorded speech, digi ta l  noise and a megaphone to present a  metaphys ical  investigation of
Luigi  Nono’s  teleological  musical  form within the ending of his  oft-performed composition La lontananza nostalgica, utopica,
futura (1988–89).[26] With much of the content of the talk obscured by ei ther loud noise or the confus ion of two voices  speaking
different texts  s imultaneously, Chessa created a tens ion between an explanation of purpose and that explanation’s  inabi l i ty to
be comprehended, leading to an uncertainty in the audience about what they should be hearing from the performance. 
How do we qual i fy noise of a  di fferent order? Sal ly-Jane Norman, in her workshop summation, pondered this  question whi le
discuss ing the European Space Agency’s  2001 artist res idency programme.[27] This  a  group of artists  turned a radio telescope
into a  musical  instrument, with the col lected data from the transmiss ions  being held in an open-source archive for others  to
study and remix.[28] In thinking about crafting an exhibition for the Science Museum, Norman suggested we think about the
things  we are currently tra ining ourselves  to l i s ten to. She suggested we think about the phys icist and phi losopher Karen
Barad’s  post-humanist notion of intra-actions, which reverses  contemporary opinions  about causal i ty and rethinks  our
relationship with objects , enacting boundaries  of tuning and hearing in entirely di fferent ways  (Barad, 2003). Norman also
discussed François  Delalande’s  reflections  on di fferent modes of l i s tening, including empathic l i s tening, which is  ‘enti rely
oriented towards  sensations  produced and not towards  what causes  them’ (Delalande, 1998, p 46) and figurativist l i s tening,
where sound is  interpreted as  narrative or as  metaphors , and where the l i s tener ‘tends  to think that certain sounds evoke
something that moves, ul timately l iving’ (Ibid, p 47). In an exhibition context, would the Science Museum prefer to craft
something empathic, where vis i tors  feel  a  sense of connection with the objects  they are l i s tening to, or employ exhibition
strategies  focused purely on narratives  and taxonomies? Perhaps  a  Science Museum exhibition on sound should focus  on
counterpoint between these two approaches, Norman argued, embracing i ts  soundscape’s  own sharawadji – i ts  unexplainable
beauty through complexity (Augoyard, et a l  (eds), 2006).
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'Music, Noise and Silence': emerging themes
Context: industrial modernity
That the network series  explored the path of music’s  development over a  quarter mi l lennium within the context of the rise of
industria l  modernity is  more than coincidence. Music in this  era, we proposed, has  been a cultural  component of a  world
responding to industria l  change and employing the resources  of the sciences  to do so. Our ins istence that the workshops use
the very broad temporal  context of scienti fic and industria l  modernity paid dividends in enabl ing us  to take the long view
inclus ive of many di fferent musical  forms as  wel l  as  a  plural i ty of scienti fic and technological  developments . But industria l
modernity can be cons idered as  having many di ffering relations  to music: i t might merely be the background context against
which music has  changed. It might be an umbrel la  term for the technologies  that are put to work in creating new materia ls ,
instruments  and devices  to create and reproduce music. In i ts  association with science, us ing the category of industria l
modernity might enable new understandings  of sound and music and how we perceive them. Myles  Jackson’s  demonstration in
the third workshop exempl i fied the l inks  between industria l  capabi l i ty and musical  instrument making. Us ing i tems from the
Museum’s  col lection he i l lustrated the argument of his  book Harmonious Triads (Jackson, 2006) that instrument makers ,
musicians  and phys icists  had al l  worked together in the nineteenth century. The noise of industria l  modernity might a lso be an
inspiration in noisy forms of music. Across  the nineteenth century, symphony orchestras  a lso grew substantia l ly in s ize and
volume, requiring new instruments  to be created, especial ly in the bass  register, to be heard against the other instruments .
Furthermore, the rhythms of industria l  sound might render novel  kinds  of rhythmic music acceptable and attractive, or provoke
a reaction in the composition of particularly quiet and contemplative musical  s tyles . The workshop series  exposed the
participants  to many of these ideas  and poss ibi l i ties . 
Although the workshops’ main concentration on the noise of modernity was  on the interwar period, the relevance of the direct
impact of older industria l  noise was  particularly evident in the performance of Sarah Angl iss  and Carol ine Radcl i ffe’s  piece,
The Machinery: Clog Dancing as Early Noise Music, part of the evening concert in the third workshop. Lancashire clog dancing was
far from a rural  tradition; i t was  a  response to the sounds of the cotton weaving mi l ls . In Radcl i ffe and Angl iss ’s  reading, the
repeti tious  rhythm of weaving looms forms a proto-Industria l  music soundtrack to a  mechanoid dance.[29] The resonances
with Alexei  Monroe’s  account of recent techno and industria l  music were clear, even as  the latter’s  account a lso helped locate a
putative longer history of noise musics  via  Russolo’s  Art of Noises (1913) and Avraamov’s  Symphony of Sirens (1922). 
Overcoming industria l  noise through the use of music in industria l  workplaces  was  a  wel l -establ ished principle from the
interwar period, when industria l  psychologists , a ided by the newly avai lable electronic  ampl i fiers , experimented with the
influence of music on productivi ty. In the open-plan white-col lar workplaces  of the present day, many people a lso make music
their productivi ty a id, as  they benefi t from MP3 compress ion and streaming services  to supply music to a id concentration and
block the noise of the office. James Mansel l  observed in the second workshop that the consensus  conclus ion of the interwar
noise debates  was  that i t behoves  the individual  to maintain mental  res i l ience in the midst of the noise of modernity. The
impl ication is  the same as  Dixon’s  account of the socia l  experiment in Darl ington. In both cases , the advent of personal
l i s tening technologies  may provide a new means to escape the noise of modernity by retaining onesel f within i ts  bounds. This
suggests  an invers ion of the Anti -Noise League’s  campaign against ‘needless  noise’, instead focus ing attention on ‘necessary
s i lence’.
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Histories of listening
The composer Trevor Wishart voiced one cumulative inspiration of the series  during the last workshop’s  final  conversation. He
suggested that the common denominator of the workshops’ provocations  and discuss ions, as  indeed of our relevant col lections,
is  that i t i s  l i s tening that unites  a l l  the practice that the workshops discussed. The acts  of hearing and l i s tening unite us  a l l  as
sound practi tioners  – whether or not we are producers  as  wel l  as  consumers  of music. Or, to put i t another way: the history of
the interaction of science, technology and music i s  marked by the development of new kinds  of l i s tening undertaken by
professors  of acoustics , by composers , by musicians  and by music audiences, not to mention manufacturers  of phonographs,
iPods  and hi -fi  devices , as  wel l  as  noise abatement officers . 
The workshop participants  witnessed the power of l i s tening in our vis i t to the South Bank Univers i ty anechoic and reverberant
chambers , and again with the Wandelweiser pieces  performed in the evening concert of the fi rst workshop. Here the extended
si lences  in the music created a charged awareness  of the duration and impure nature of musical  pauses. These extended
si lences  came to be experienced as  being anything but ‘rests ’, except in the musical  notation sense, instead creating a  tens ion
al l  of their own. Sound and s i lence exist in a  dynamic, though not necessari ly a  dia lectical , relationship; just as  Cage heard not
s i lence, but other sound, in the anechoic chamber (Campbel l , 2017). Every performance of 4’33” rei terates  the lesson. David
Toop’s  suggestion that noise might be cons idered as  sound out of place is  perhaps  s imi lar to Hi l lel  Schwartz’s  emphasis  on
barely perceptible sounds (in his  case of the bird in the vacuum pump). The intens i fied l i s tening of natural  phi losophers  in that
image may not be so very di fferent from the ‘golden ears ’ among the hi -fi  enthus iasts  that Sarah Angl iss  mentioned, those who
claim the l i s tening acuity to hear degrees  of harmonic distortion that would be beyond the capacity of the more casual  l i s tener. 
Our conclus ion was that an emphasis  on l i s tening and i ts  history, i f used as  the governing concern of an exhibition, would
provide a way of emphasis ing the subjective experience of music, and could therefore help in the selection of display stories
and objects  that would resonate with vis i tors ’ own experience. We are a l l  l i s teners , so i t fol lows that provoked l i s tening could
produce a very distinctive kind of exhibition.
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Collections, objects and exhibitions
From our very fi rst s teps  in conceiving of an exhibition on science, technology and music, we have wanted to use the objects  we
hold within our col lections  as  a  major intel lectual , as  wel l  as  practical , resource. The particular col lection that a  museum
holds  may be seen as  embodying a  kind of genius loci. The sum history of a  museum’s  col lecting practice should be seen as  a
s igni ficant determinant of i ts  distinctive programming capabi l i ties , enabl ing i ts  voice to be distinguished from competing
attractions. The proposed theme of histories  of l i s tening and hearing promises  to do justice to the col lections  of both the
Science Museum and the RCM. Here I describe some of the objects  that were discussed during the workshops, or in the period
s ince, where our thinking has  been inflected by those 2015 discuss ions. To give an immediate example that fol lows natural ly
from the discuss ion so far, one display candidate is  the Museum’s  Pyrophone (fi re organ), a  nineteenth-century instrument that
produced sounds from tuned gas  flames. This  instrument was  original ly displayed at the Special  Loan Col lection of Scienti fic
Apparatus  in 1876, one of the Science Museum’s  founding exhibitions  (Bud, 2016). This  object offers  i tsel f as  an ideal  display
candidate: i t could only have been conceived in an industria l  world where town gas  was  readi ly avai lable – i t combines  this
connection with the steam punk appeal  of an imaginable counterfactual  history in which such instruments  had become more
than novelties .
Figure 5
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Pyrophone, patented and made by Frédéric Kastner, France, 1873
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The fact that the curator Victor Chew was, from the late 1950s, intent on actively col lecting sound recording and reproduction
devices , as  Jennifer Rich has  shown in her article in issue 07 of this  journal  – means that we are able to create a  nuanced
display on this  aspect of the history of l i s tening (Rich, 2017). This  would not need to be a technical  history of recording
technology, but could respect recent scholarship, which has  shown that recording has  led to several  di fferent kinds  of
revolution in music (see Sterne, 2003; Katz, 2010; Pinch and Bi jsterveld, 2011). Recording detached the experience of music
l i s tening from the need to be present at a  performance. It made i t poss ible, even for non-musicians, to become deeply fami l iar
with pieces  of music and increas ingly i t made music into an accompaniment to everyday experience. After recording, music
became ubiquitous, not just in the parlour, but in the ci ty, and in the cinema where i t became a key component of representing
and experiencing modernity. The Science Museum Group col lections  represent the technology of sound-on-fi lm, and inclus ion of
one of these devices  could readi ly become the focus  for a  surpris ing display of the way in which fi lmmakers  and artists  very
soon began to use such equipment not only to record dia logue, but to create di fferent kinds  of sound col lage that effectively
amounted to musique concrète more than a decade before the term was coined (Cox, 2017; Boon, 2018). These less  wel l -known
examples  of the impact of recording on music could be used to provide a genealogy and a context for other aspects  of recorded
l istening, such as  the interaction of disc recording durations  with musical  form, including the three-minute pop song. At
another level , sound recording instruments  have been pressed into service as  analytical  instruments , and this  i s  seen in the
col lecting traditions  of ethnomusicologists  as  much as  in individual  composers ’ appropriation of folk forms. Béla Bartók was,
for example, able to study Eastern European folk music because he could closely study recorded Edison phonograph
performances  (Bartók and Baker, 1933, p 271). Glen Gould perfected his  1955 Goldberg Variations by l i s tening back to his  own
practice performances  (El ie, 2012). New York Minimal ists  bui l t a  whole genre on the foundation of tape loop music; and hip-hop
and sampl ing-based music trans lated art music into the mainstream. Sampl ing a lso has  a  genealogy as  could be shown via  a
musical  device from a very particular technological  niche: the Mel lotron, launched in 1963, i s  a  musical  instrument where each
note on a conventional  musical  keyboard triggers  the playback of a  length of magnetic tape carrying a  tuned recording. This  did
the job that a  decade and a hal f later began to be done by digi ta l  samplers . In addition to three instruments  acquired from the
manufacturers , Streetly Electronics , SMG holds  the Mel lotron purchased by the BBC in 1963–4, where i t was  used as  a  sound
effects  databank (Niebur, 2010, pp 125–7). 
Figure 6
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Mel lotron FX console, manufactured by Streetly Electronics  and purchased by the
BBC in 1963–4
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It wi l l  be evident to those that know i t, that our discuss ions  on the revolutions  wrought by recording would be haunted by
Jacques  Attal i ’s  divis ion of the history of music into three ages, which defines  our modern era as  a  phase that i s  dominated by
the existence of recording. In Attal i ’s  account, our current age has  the tag ‘repeating’, s ince recording has  enabled the
‘stockpi l ing of music’. It i s  an age that i s  radical ly di fferent from two earl ier eras; one dominated by notated music and another,
pre-modern, pre-notational  period where music was  marked by particular ri tual  associations  (Attal i , 1985). 
Myles  Jackson’s  demonstration-lecture in the third workshop showed that the Science Museum’s  acoustics  col lection holds  a
good selection of the s igni ficant acoustical  instruments  that he had already explored in his  work Harmonious Triads. As  Jackson
shows there, nineteenth century phys icists  used musical  instruments  as  experimental  systems; in turn their research helped
musicians  in their performances  as  wel l  as  leading directly to improvements  in the des ign and manufacture of musical
instruments . The musical  reed, for example – as  Jackson showed us ing a  tonometer made by Appunn and a concertina by
Wheatstone – was  a  mainstay of those engaged in uniting music and phys ics . It enabled precise tuning and therefore
determination not just of ‘absolute’ pi tch, but a lso of relative pitch in the sense of address ing the problem of temperament in
keyboard tuning, where a compromise always  has  to be made between mathematical ly equal  intervals  and those that sound
tuneful  in each key (see Jackson, 2006, pp 153–7). This  was  part of the important theme of standardisation, where music i s  of a
piece with many aspects  of nineteenth century science. Here, as  Jackson showed, instrument makers  worked with musicians  and
researchers  to create devices  such as  tuning forks  and metronomes, that could be used to address  local  di fferences  (for
example creating a  standard pitch of concert A), the tempo at which pieces  would be played, and solutions  to the temperament
problem. Had i t been practical  to transport the Museum’s  enharmonic harmonium from storage in Wi l tshire, the workshop
audience would have witnessed another exhibition display candidate which, with i ts  with 84 keys  per octave, i s  a  survivor of
the nineteenth century debates  on temperament.
Figure 7
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Bosanquet's  enharmonic harmonium, c1876. Enharmonic harmonium with 4 1/2
octaves  tuned in 53 equal  temperaments  with 84 keys  per octave, des igned by R H M
Bosanquet (1841–1912) of St John's  Col lege, Oxford, and constructed by T A Jennings
of Hackney Road, London in 1872–3. Bosanquet's  research into musical  intervals
and temperaments  was  influentia l  in determining the des ign of keyboards  for
modern musical  instruments .
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Incidental ly, the display of a  concertina, not as  the folkish thing i t i s  now general ly seen to be, but as  the archaic high-tech of
1829, could supply one of those elements  of surprise that are part of the toolki t of exhibition curators ; Charles  Wheatstone, the
scienti fic instrument maker and scion of a  musical  instrument-making fami ly, launched the Engl ish vers ion in that year. 
As some of these examples  imply, today’s  curators  work on the bas is  that the potentia l  narratives  to which objects  belong are
not l imited by the conceptual  worlds  of those that col lect them. This  was  a lso seen in the workshops. For example, when Tom
Rice spoke of Florence Nightingale’s  perception of the curative power of peacefulness , he opened up the poss ibi l i ty that
Nightingale’s  moccas ins , which the Museum holds  as  part of the Wel lcome col lection, could go beyond s imply being thought of
as  personal ia , and present themselves  as  surpris ing candidates  for display in the context of noise and health.
Figure 8
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Pair of leather moccas ins , sa id to have been worn by Florence Nightingale in the
Crimea, 1850–1856
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These are just a  very few examples  of objects  that might be displayed under the ‘history of l i s tening’ rubric, and i t awaits  further
research to reveal  the many more candidate display objects  in the col lections, especial ly the RCM’s  col lections, which were not
expl ici tly addressed in the workshops.
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Activities, musicking and museuming
An impl ication of opening-up participation in the formulation of an exhibition, as  we did with the workshops, i s  that we should
explore how this  spiri t of participation might be extended throughout the exhibition-del ivery process . Here we can draw on
other music-related projects  at the Museum in addition to the workshops to discuss  this  theme. 
The workshops included many kinds  of activi ty: practical  tasks , concerts , ta lks  des igned as  provocations  to discuss ion, and
dialogic introductions. Each of these modes has  potentia l  for any future exhibition and i ts  associated publ ic programme. In the
Music, Noise and Silence events  we del iberately programmed practical  exercises  to ensure that these were genuinely workshops,
not s imply conferences  by another name. These included the vis i t to the anechoic and reverberant chambers , the group re-
enactment of a  sound effects  recording and the l ight-Theremin bui lding workshop. The consensus  of the participants  was  that
these kinds  of activi ties  could very natural ly be offered as  part of the programming associated with any exhibition on this
theme. It would, the Audialsense col lective confi rmed, even be poss ible to include an anechoic chamber within a  travel l ing
temporary exhibition. Such chambers  can be constructed in a  horseshoe-shape so as  to be ‘walk-through’. Equal ly, the
workshop concerts  suggested how musical  programming could encourage reflection on, and enjoyment of, exhibition themes.
This  could even extend to the compositions  that Myles  Jackson discussed, where nineteenth-century acoustical  devices
including metronomes and s i rens  have been pressed into service to make twentieth-century music (See also: Jackson, 2012).
With an active participation strategy, the exhibition could include performances  from a wide range of people we might
otherwise think of as  vis i tors . Final ly, in terms of provocations  to think di fferently about the show’s  themes, an object used wel l
within a  display can always  provoke a response, conscious  or unconscious. At any rate, the workshops, performances  and
activi ties  were highly suggestive of the potentia l  for further, more publ ic experiments  in participation around the workshop
project’s  themes. 
Participation in the workshops went beyond these programmed moments  of activi ty. At each of the meetings , with the aim of
enriching the conversation, we extended the normal  convention of starting with introductions  round the table, and asked each
participant to bring ‘a  relevant sound or thing’. As  a  warm-up to further provoked discuss ions, this  technique proved effective in
bui lding the esprit de corps of the workshops, as  participants  played short sound excerpts , presented objects  or pictures , in each
case elaborating on i ts  relevance to the discuss ion. We may think of this  as  reproducing in a  sel f-conscious  and dia logic
manner the commonplace that everyone brings  something of themselves  to any cultural  encounter. As  wel l  as  suggesting an
effective way of encouraging discuss ion and col laboration in future research workshops, this  exercise is  a lso suggestive of how
we might approach an exhibition, especial ly one predicated on the assumption of a  substantia l  vis i ting publ ic with interest in,
and therefore knowledge of, di ffering kinds  of music. In the case of exhibition vis i ting, commentators  think of this  model  of
engagement where consumers  bring something of themselves  as  ‘contributory’, in the sense that the museum vis i tor’s  previous
l i fe experience, understanding and knowledge are taken to be the major determinants  of their experience. We see in George
Hein’s  notion of the ‘constructivist museum’, the fundamental  assumption that, as  museum vis i tors , ‘in order to make meaning
of our experience, we need to be able to connect i t with what we already know’ (Hein, 1995; 1998). A compatible model  for
museum vis i ting can be extracted from Michel  de Certeau’s  model  of cultural  consumption as  ‘poaching’, where audiences  bring
their own needs and take what they want from a cultural  experience, just as  a  poacher steals  the hare from the landlord’s  field.
A kind of contributory model  may also be seen in defici t – as  with the science capital  approach, where socia l  inequal i ties  are
understood to prevent engagement with science, which i t i s  then the role of informal  science education (including that which
takes  place in museums) to supply (Archer et a l , 2015).
Christopher Smal l ’s  notion of ‘musicking’ – mentioned in David Toop’s  provocation – can help us  here with a  musical  route to
enriching the debate about participation in museums. Smal l  argues  against the notion that the musical  score is  what music
real ly i s , contending that music i s  an activi ty, not a  thing: ‘the fundamental  nature and meaning of music l ie not in…musical
works  at a l l , but in action, in what people do’. He defines  a  new word, ‘musicking’ to address  this  a l ternative approach to the
problem, and he defines  i t:
To music i s  to take part, in any capacity, in a  musical  performance, whether by performing, by l i s tening, by rehears ing or
practicing, by providing materia l  for performance (what is  cal led composing), or by dancing (Smal l , 1998, p 9).
Smal l ’s  l i s t of forms of ‘musicking’ can be taken to extend to s inging in the shower, cleaning concert hal ls , promoting,
streaming, sel l ing and buying recordings , vis i ting music web- and socia l  media s i tes , and writing and reading music cri ticism
or fanzines. The impl ication is  democratic: music i s  not music i f i t doesn’t have l i s teners , and is  imposs ible i f not sustained by
practical  activi ties , financial  support and communities  of interest. In sum, music as  a  practice involves  a  huge range of
activi ties  without which i t would not be ‘music’ as  we currently experience i t. Accordingly, we propose that a  vis i t to a  music
exhibition might be seen not so much as  an invitation to pass ively consume, but actively to musick, i f we des ign i t to be such. 
Just as  i t helps  in understanding music to think of i t in terms of activi ty, then we may also extend the principle to museums,
where the term ‘museuming’ would surely connote taking part, in any capacity, in a  museum experience, whether by curating, by
vis i ting, by ta lking to one’s  fami ly and friends  about the experience; by more actively participating by attending events , reading
catalogues, contributing to funding by buying tickets  or sandwiches, donating objects , and many other activi ties  bes ides. 
The range of people involved in our three workshops represent, perhaps, an inner ci rcle of ‘musickers ’, in the sense that a l l  have
an active pre-existing interest in sound studies , musicology, composition or performance. The relationship of most of them to
‘museuming’ had up to this  point general ly been at the downstream end of museum vis i ting rather than at the upstream end of
curating. But this  was  precisely the point of the exercise: we aimed to bring exhibition consumption into dia logue with
production. And this  goes  beyond de Certeau’s  point that consumption is  a  form of production ‘characterised by i ts  ruses , i ts
fragmentation...i ts  poaching, i ts  clandestine nature, i ts  ti reless  but quiet activi ty [that] shows i tsel f not in i ts  own products ...but
in an art of us ing those imposed on i t’ (De Certeau, 1984, p 31). It suggests  that an exhibition on science, technology and music
would be very much able to open i tsel f up to a  contributory model  of exhibition, both ‘upstream’ in exhibition production and
‘downstream’ in the consumption of displays . The Science Museum’s  2011 Oramics to Electronica exhibition employed a
participatory methodology that went beyond the by-now-fami l iar model  of participation for the sake of socia l  inclus ion into
cognitive aspects , exploring how lay experts  understand museum subjects . There, electronic musicians  and enthus iasts  were
invited to do the job of the curator, providing their own accounts  of the history of electronic music (for a  summary of
participatory practice, see Boon, Van der Vaart and Price, 2014; for a  later project, see Graham, 2017, pp 159–60). 
The argument via  musicking and museuming – that a  music exhibition could belong both to an extended practice-based
conception of music and to a  more capacious  understanding of museum practice – opens up a field of creative poss ibi l i ty in
which some vis i tors ’ participation could be extended to col laboration. This  could address  some core questions: What objects
and subjects  should feature in the display? Whose knowledge is  encoded in the exhibits? How do we go about research, and
who should do i t? But this  approach also suggests  a  warmer, more participative view of the more ‘downstream’ kind of
participation by the vis i tor with the exhibition. It a lso suggests  that close attention to the mis en scene of the exhibition and the
experience of interaction within i t wi l l  be essentia l . 
The subjects  of music and l i s tening lend themselves  to a  sonic-theatrical  s tyle of exhibition. The fundamental  importance of the
vis i tors ’ l i s tening experience in such an exhibition emerged as  a  dominant theme throughout the network events , with a  cal l  for
the creation of sonic environments  within an exhibition that a l low for di fferent modes of l i s tening. It would be very curious  to
produce an exhibition on sound or music that didn’t invi te the audience to use their ears  every bit as  much as  their eyes. In
Oramics to Electronica, some of the participants  were cri tical  that i t proved imposs ible to hear the displayed instruments . In that
case a  selection of sound fi lms partia l ly fi l led the void, but the cri ticism was fa ir. Museums tend to be predominately visual
places  that hear sound as  nuisance (see Rich, 2017). But we should cons ider whether the punning appl ication of Varèse’s
‘organised sound’ notion could be taken quite serious ly, with the sounds of the exhibition being orchestrated to run in a
particular sequence, that i s  that the soundscape of the show should be composed (for the broader context, see Schafer, 1984). It
would be poss ible to avoid cacophony i f exhibits  were orchestrated to be noisy in sequence, rather than al l  at once. This  would
resonate with Sal ly-Jane Norman’s  suggestion, in the last workshop’s  summative discuss ion, that any exhibition should a im for
‘a  more immers ive or multi -sensory experience’. This  could provide a socia l  complement to the headphone-wearing individual
musical  exhibition experience of an exhibition such as  the V&A’s  David Bowie Is. The show’s  soundtrack would i tsel f veer
towards  being a  composition, one necessari ly responding to the needs of the vis i tors , as  in Christopher Smal l ’s  sense that a
score needs performers  and audiences  to be music. Intriguingly, a  sequence of sounding exhibits  would also introduce a music-
l ike duration into the planning of the show. There would be an interaction between the choice of exhibits  and the des ired dwel l -
time within the exhibition. Within such a conception, for example, one could imagine an instal lation vers ion of Angl iss  and
Radcl i ffe’s  The Machinery: Clog Dancing as Early Noise Music which would be part-way between event and object; i t would have
its  own duration, l ike a  ‘movement’ within the whole sonic composition, and i t could have a phys ical  presence that could
incorporate video and sound materia l  with, perhaps, a  Lancashire cotton loom from the col lection and other contextual  and
visual  i tems. The duration of quoted works  of music within the exhibition – for example, the l imit of a  78 RPM record – would be
a factor in their inclus ion in the soundscape. And the sequence and draw of sounding exhibits  would be understood as
provocations  for the audience to engage (or to refuse to engage) with the music-l ike durations  of the show’s  soundscape
programming. Whatever sonic solution is  found, the work of the architects  and acousticians  of the Audialsense col lective
demonstrated in the second workshop a good example of a  kind of l i s tening that i s  a l ive to a  ful l  awareness  of an exhibition’s
acoustic.[30] Furthermore, the l ive programming of concerts  and events  as  discussed above could be envisaged as  a
contribution to the l i fe of the show; promoting knowledge exchange rather than knowledge transfer, providing a  less
pedagogical  frame than is  the norm, and inviting knowledgeable contribution. 
In sum, the impl ication is  that i t would be poss ible to (co-)produce a kind of exhibition that i s  not s imply consumed by vis i tors ,
but one which is  in a  sense a combination of event programme and display.
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Conclusions: Networking and exhibiting
It should be admitted that the use of workshops of interested experts  to ferti l i se display making is  more a matter of degree than
an absolute departure from establ ished museum practice. Exhibitions  in large museums of science are necessari ly
col laborative endeavours: they bring together di fferent profess ional  groups – of curators , content developers , audience
researchers , des igners , project managers , object conservators , l ighting special is ts , fi lmmakers , bui lders , fundraisers  and the
rest – and they grow in the soi l  of very particular insti tutions, with varying balances  of nutrients . Certainly, i t i s  not unusual  at
the Science Museum, especial ly in contemporary science exhibitions, to engage special is t advisors  to act as  sounding boards
or fact checkers  downstream of the conception of a  show. But del iberately opening-up of the conception of an exhibition to the
influence of the kinds  and numbers  of people who were involved in ‘music, noise and s i lence’ was  novel . 
At the end of this  meditation on the appl icabi l i ty to a  potentia l  science and music display of ins ights  gained from this  workshop
series , i t makes  sense to address  two questions  in particular: whether an exhibition on this  theme would need to address  the
broader context of the noise of industria l  modernity, the ‘peg’ for the workshop series ; and whether an exhibition that could be
participatory in the extended sense sketched above should be. 
The answer to both l ies  with how we conceive of the majori ty audience for any proposed show. Locating the theme ‘a  history of
l i s tening’ expl ici tly within industria l  modernity impl ies  an invitation to think of a  fami l iar subject in a  new way; this  i s  a  kind
of curation that has  more of an art curating flavour than the more pedagogical  traditions  of science exhibitions. Such a demand
on the vis i tor might wel l  be more welcome to an audience with an active commitment to music greater than the average. Equal ly,
an exhibition could a l lude more fleetingly to the historical  context of the industria l  era before concentrating on a series  of
examples  of science-technology-music interactions. The question here is  whether a  science museum, particularly, should
emphasise this  context. Certainly, to do so could be a factor in ensuring – beyond the use of particular col lections  – that this
would be a show that real ly belongs  in a  science insti tution rather than, perhaps, a  conservatoire or decorative art museum
such as  the Victoria  and Albert, which also exhibits  musical  instruments . 
Clearly, an exhibition on this  theme is  not required to be participatory in i ts  production. We can hope that, armed with an
understanding of the breadth of discuss ion at the workshops, any new exhibition on this  theme wi l l  be equipped to present a
genuinely original  approach, and to avoid the cl ichés  of focus ing too closely on technical  development at the expense of
broader cultural  aspects . But i t may wel l  be that the invitation to participation is  particularly beneficia l  in how we conceive of
the consumption of any music show. Here the suggestion is  that both the experience of the show, with i ts  composed soundscape,
and the ‘fringe’ of wel l -chosen events  and programming, could act to broaden the audience member’s  involvement, as  a
s imultaneous form of musicking and museuming. 
Editor’s note
This  paper is  the result of col laboration by several  people involved in the project. Aleks  Kolkowski  and Tim Boon did a  large
part of the writing, James Mansel l  and John Kannenberg contributed valuable materia l  and Annie Jamieson cri tiqued and edited
the final  vers ion. The authors  would also l ike to thank al l  of those who contributed to the workshops themselves. This  project
was funded by the Arts  and Humanities  Research Counci l , ref: AH/M008061/1.
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Footnotes
1. ‘…as  far back as  the twenties , I  decided to cal l  my music "organized sound", and mysel f not a  musician, but "a worker in
rhythms, frequencies , and intens ities”’ – Varèse, E and Wen-Chung, C, 1966, ‘The Liberation of Sound’, Perspectives of New
Music, 5, p 18,  https://doi .org/10.2307/832385 (accessed 26 July 2017)
2. The suggestion came from Ian Blatchford, Director of the Science Museum.
3. Jenny Nex, and Aaron Wi l l iamon for the RCM and Charlotte Connel ly and Tim Boon for the Science Museum were al l
participants  in this  work.
4. Trevor Pinch’s  sess ion included his  personal  recol lection of a  study undertaken at York Univers i ty c.1985, together with
Col in Clark.
5. The puri tan stick (a lso cal led a  's i lence' or 'church stick') was  typical ly a  long staff with a  round knob attached to one
end for striking young misbehavers  and a feather on the other to awaken dozing adults .
6. 'The New York School ' emerged in the 1950s  and is  represented by the composers  John Cage, Morton Feldman, Christian
Wolff, David Tudor and Earl  Brown (Nyman, 1974, p 50).
7. John Lely, in his  programme notes  for the concert, February 2015.
8. G Douglas  Barrett, A Few Silence (2008), extract from verbal  score.
9. Cage tel ls  the story in Nam June Paik’s  video Global  Groove (1973), see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jS9ZOlFB-kI
(accessed on 20 July 2017).
10. EVP is  a  branch of parapsychology begun in 1959 by Friedrich Jurgenson.
11. Paul  Bavister of Audialsense, in his  introduction to the work.
12. Volksauflauf (Vorbeiziehende Volksmenge, Aufruhr) Theater-Geräusch-Platter (Parlophone (Lindström) Berl in, Matrix.
No.: 37825, 1929). Trans lation: Crowd (pass ing crowd, uproar), Theatre-Sound Record
13. Video and audio recordings  are avai lable at: https://vimeo.com/123489997 (accessed on 5 June 2017).
14. Perhaps  the most famous and enduring example of the reuse of sound effects  i s  the ‘Wi lhelm Scream’, fi rst used in Raoul
Walsh’ s  1951 fi lm Distant Drums, and s ince featured in numerous wel l -known ti tles . It i s , a l legedly, s ti l l  being used
today. See: Does That Scream Sound Familiar? ABC News Report, USA: 4 October 2007 http://abcnews.go.com/WN/story?
id=3728693&page=1 (accessed on 5 June 2017). For a  compi lation of cl ips  from fi lms that have used the Wi lhelm
Scream see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdbYsoEas io (accessed on 5 June 2017).
15. Wheatstone’s  ’Enchanted lyre’ or ‘Acoucryptophone’ (1821) is  part of the Museum’s  col lection, currently on display at
the Horniman Museum.
16. The Science Museum’s  reconstructed Charles  Babbage’s  Di fference Engine No. 2:
http://col lection.sciencemuseum.org.uk/people/cp36993/charles-babbage; Toyoda Power Loom:
http://col lection.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects/co528175/power-loom-weaving-loom; (both accessed on 25 July 2017).
17. Sounding A Victorian Future, Aleks  Kolkowski , fi rst performed at TEDx, Imperia l  Col lege​, 24 March 2012. Viewable on
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwW41wPQXQc (accessed on 25 July 2017)​​
18. Composer’s  website: http://www.koenigproject.nl/indexe.htm (accessed on 25 July 2017)
19. Programme note by Sarah Angl iss  and Carol ine Radcl i ffe. See: http://www.sarahangl iss .com/gigs/themachinery
(accessed on 25 July 2017)
20. Performance viewable on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGEUhjWGQ2I (accessed on 25 July 2017)
21. A ci rcuit-bent Texas  Instruments  'Speak & Spel l ' i s  found in the Science Museum col lection:
http://col lection.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects/co8238729/speak-and-spel l -chi ldrens-toy-that-has-been-circuit-bent
(accessed 05 June 2017). For detai ls  on how to ci rcuit-bend a ‘Furby’ toy, see: http://circuit-bent.net/furby-bending-
tutoria l .html  (accessed 05 June 2017).
22. See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-Ybs iU9bUY (accessed on 6 June 2017)
23. See: https://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/feb/07/skinny-puppy-payment-guantanamo (accessed on 6 June 2017)
24. http://www.endangeredaudioresearch.com/gristleizer-pedal/ (accessed on 6 June 2017)
25. David Robson, 'Kiki  or bouba? In search of language’s  miss ing l ink’, New Scientist 13 July 2011:
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21128211-600-kiki -or-bouba-in-search-of-languages-miss ing-l ink/ (accessed
7 June 2017)
26. La Lontananza Nostalgica Utopica Futura. Madrigal  for several  ‘travel lers ’ with Gidon Kremer, solo viol in, 8 magnetic
tapes, and 8 to 10 music stands, composed in 1988–89. The final  vers ion of the tape was prepared by Sofia  Gubaidul ina
and Gidon Kremer in the Experimental  Studio of the Heinrich Strobel  Foundation, Südwestfunk Freiburg. See:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-CKVm8MXxU (accessed 7 June 2017)
27. European Space Agency Art and Science res idencies , in partnership with Ars  Electronica:
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activi ties/Space_Science/Cal l ing_al l_artists_apply_now_for_art_and_science_res idency
(accessed 7 June 2017)
28. The ESA’s  officia l  SoundCloud channel  hosts  a  multi tude of sounds and so-cal led sonifications  from Space, including the
famous ‘s inging comet’, a  track that has  been reused and remixed thousands of times by composers  and music makers
worldwide: http://open.esa.int/esas-sounds-from-space/ (accessed 7 June 2017).
29. The loom rhythm was also the bas is  for the opening stanzas  of Benjamin Frankel ’s  score for Alexander MacKendrick’s
fi lm, The Man in the White Suit (1951).
30. Norman’s  ‘multi -sensory experience’ might equal ly be taken to prompt thought about the history of the relations  between
hearing and vis ion, i f only to the extent of the techniques  that phys icists , instrument makers  and musicians  have used to
real ise a  visual  component to sonic experience. This  would provide stimulus  to seek out objects  and phenomena
including Kaleidophones and the apparatus  for Chladni  patterns  and Lissajous  figures .
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